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samsung printer toner cartridge life has ended prompt or prompt is not uniform toner cartridge needs to be cleared brush
motorcar. or but print a file, information technology volition pop upwards an error bulletin, screenshot made me meet (the

premise is to install the incorrect monitor) if yall did not install chips are not prompted to install the toner cartridge or
toner cartridge or tips invalid toner cartridge has run out of this situation is that a bad motherboard all of the above

information can be found on the site of the specialists who cooperate with samsung. in particular, the second reference is
the most interesting, because it explains the reasons for which a toner cartridge has ceased functioning. but,

unfortunately, i was not able to find out how to fill the information about the toner counter that will allow you to turn off
the cartridge after certain number of pages. screenshot 2. this information about the number of pages that have already

been printed is not deleted, but at the same time it is not shown on the internet. and yet, samsung ml-1661/1665
(1660/1665) printer toner cartridge can be a lot of information about the resource consumption of the product. but the

information is not available on the internet, because samsung takes care of it itself. it is possible to find this information on
the websites of specialized workshops that cooperate with samsung. screenshot 3. but, if you need to use a samsung

ml-1661/1665 (1660/1665) toner cartridge, you should take all possible precautions to prevent failure of the printer, since
these products are expensive. at the same time, you should use the maximum number of cartridge chips, since they are

the most expensive items in these printers. and yet, samsung does not allow you to replace the cartridge with a new one,
and. at the same time, the manufacturer takes no measures to ensure that these cartridges are replaced before they are

replaced.
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then you need to extract the
downloaded firmware to the folder

indicated in the screenshot. the
firmware extracted will be located in
the c:\samsungglue folder, you can

also extract the firmware by another
method. please note, that to update

the printer firmware with a third-
party tool you must first remove any
existing samsung printer firmware,
install the firmware using a third-
party tool and then again restore

the samsung printer firmware.
please note the program to update
the samsung printer firmware will

not allow you to update the
samsung printer firmware with a
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third-party tool and will not allow
you to use third-party tools to
update the samsung printer

firmware to perform the above
steps, because some of them

contain the samsung firmware and
some contain the firmware that was

artificially created to prevent
update. the printer firmware was

restored and the printer is
recognized, but it is necessary to re-

install the printer firmware that is
otherwise. to update the printer

firmware, open a command prompt.
at this stage, the printer was

recognized by the computer and it
was also recognized by the printer
for the first time. i am convinced

that the information and instructions
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in this article will be helpful for all
those who wish to completely
recover their printers from the

manufacturer's artificially
introduced failures or who just want
to use them without restrictions. the
table shows that these printers must

be able to print at least 30,000
pages, and this without replacing

the main components. but in order
for users to buy new products, or at
least go to specialized workshops

that are supervised by samsung, the
manufacturers of these printers

deliberately introduce failures in the
design of their products that limit
the possibility of their long-term
operation. and this is manifested

from the fact that the starter
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cartridge supplied with the printer
allows you to print only 700 pages
(although the new cartridges from
this company provide printing of

1500 pages without refueling), and
ending with the work of the printed
page counters, which turn off the

cartridge after 3000 pages, and the
printer through 5000 pages. at the

same time, samsung diligently
removes information from its

websites that would allow users to
operate samsung ml-1661

(1660/1665) printers until the end of
the assigned resource. and, not only

do they remove this useful
information from their sites, they
make sure that this information
does not appear on the internet,
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especially on the sites of specialized
workshops that cooperate with
them. as an example, i suggest
taking a look at screenshot 1..
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